FROM THE M5, JUNCTION 3

Take the junction 3 exit from the M5 and follow signs A456 to Birmingham West and Central. After 5 miles move the right hand lane to continue along the A456 through the underpass. You will emerge into Broad Street, shortly passing the International Convention Centre [on left]. Stay in left lane [you will see a large black glass office block ahead], turn left [Baskerville House on left] continue ahead to traffic lights and down Summer Row [A457] to next island – round island and back up Summer Row to take first left into Charlotte Street. Continue to Newhall Street, turn right up hill through traffic lights to take 2nd right, Edmund Street go to top stop at security barrier. You will be directed around to the Council House Courtyard.

FROM THE M6, JUNCTION 6

Leave the M6 at junction 6 and follow the signs for the City Centre [A38]. After approximately 2 miles the road becomes elevated. Continue following the A38 and go under the tunnel [St Chad’s Circus Queensway] keeping in left hand lane. As you emerge from the tunnel, filter left following the signs for International Convention Centre. I.e. rejoining the dual carriageway. DO NOT GO UNDER THE NEXT TUNNEL! Go up the hill to the traffic lights, turn left into Newhall Street, take 2nd right into Edmund Street, at the top stop at the security barrier. You will be directed around into the Council House Courtyard.